
Where are the Frontiers of Energy 
Research in a Stormy World?  
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The March of Solar is  
Triumphant and Unstoppable 
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Don’t Worry, Be Happy Annual%Global%PV%Installa*ons%
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But Seismic Shifts 
Are Emerging in the Deep  
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1.  Global geographical shifts from US/Japan to China 

2.  Huge and unpredictable price fluctuations 

3.  Business models: large fluctuations and shifts 

4.  Huge and unpredictable technology shifts 

5.  Huge shifts in government subsidies 

6.  Huge and unpredictable changes in competing energy sectors 

 

Energy research has to recognize and adapt to the shifts of 
its environment more than regular academic research 

Don’t Happy, Be Worry 
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1. Top 10 Solar Companies: 
The Baton Passes from US/Japan to China 



1. Top 10 Solar Companies: 
The Baton Passes from US/Japan to China 
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2. Huge Price Fluctuations 
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Solar%Polysilicon%Spot%Market%Price%

$/Kg%

Time%
PV%exceeds%IC%%
For%poly%Si%demand%

Large%builddout%of%polySi%plants%

100%

300%

500%

2002% 2004% 2006% 2008% 2010% 2012%

~$475/Kg%

~$17/Kg%

PV exceeds IC  
for poly Si demand 

Buildout of poly Si  
plants start in China 

Poly Si plants come  
online in China 

Low price business 
model unsustainable 



3. Business Models: 
Shifts and Fluctuations 
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Company Status 
Suntech Bankrupt 
Konarka Bankrupt 
Evergreen Bankrupt 
Solibro Bankrupt 
Solyndra Bankrupt 
Nanosolar Reorganizing 
Sharp Shrinking 
Applied Materials Exited PV 
First Solar Doing well 



3. Business Models: 
Shifts and Fluctuations 
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Company Status 
Suntech Bankrupt 
Konarka Bankrupt 
Evergreen Bankrupt 
Solibro Bankrupt 
Solyndra Bankrupt 
Nanosolar Reorganizing 
Sharp Shrinking 
Applied Materials Exited PV 
First Solar Doing well 

But First Solar is doing well because it left 
manufacturing for installation 



3. Business Models: 
Shifts and Fluctuations 
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Year Number of Car companies 
1913 127 
1970 3 

Shifts and fluctuations do not necessarily mean 
the demise of an industry 



4. Huge Technology Shifts 
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CdTe modules reach 16% 

Thin Films Won! 

  

 

SunPower modules reach 24% 

Crystalline Si won! 



4. Huge Technology Shifts 
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HeliaTek: 
Organic cells reach 12% 

Organic cells are coming! 

  

 
Alta Devices: 
GaAs cells reach 27-30% 

GaAs is coming! 



5. Huge Shifts in Government Subsidies 
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Crystalline Si preferred in 2013 

Shifting US preferences  

 

 

China: gov’t loans key economic factors 

Germany: tax subsidies key factors 

Non-US Solar Companies Thin%Films??%

10%

For Sale 

Bankruptcy 

Bankruptcy 

Bankruptcy 

Bankruptcy 

Bankruptcy 

Exited Thin Films 

Almost Bankrupt 

Shrinking 

Bankruptcy 

Bankruptcy 

Reorganizing 
Reorganizing 

Acquired 

Reorganizing 

Much Smaller 

Thanks to Bill Mulligan !

Research%on:%
•  adSi%PV%
•  Seed%and%epitaxy%film%silicon%PV%



6. Huge Shifts in Competing Energy Sectors 
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“Parity” reached in 2012: 0.72 $/W 

Grid Parity at 1$/W 

 

 

 

Expected grid parity shifted to 0.3$/W 

Hydraulic Fracking changed 
everything in last 4 years 



Energy Research Strategies  
in such a Stormy World  
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1.  All of the above strategies need to 
be pushed 

2.  Time to think very differently, 
pursue radically new designs 

3.  But we have to accept that a primary 
guiding principle is the eventual 
utility of our research.  

“All of the above” strategy 
 

1.  The scientific community needs to 
advocate support this “all of the 
above” strategy 

2.  A baseline support needs to be 
secured for all directions to shelter 
them from the devastating 
fluctuations  

3.  Promise critical self-governance/
policing to prove that we are good 
guardians of the energy research 
effort  

 

Advocacy – self-policing 



Frontiers 
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Standard%cdSi%Solar%Cells%

Need:%Lower%front%and%back%surface%recombina*on%loss%

Can%this%cell%design%compete?%

Pdtype%poly%Si%wafer%>%10%µs%

Diffused%emiPer%

SiNx%passiva*on/AR%coa*ng%

Screendprinted%metal%grid%lines%+%firedthrough%anneal%

Screendprinted%Al%+%anneal%
(Backdsurfacedfield/contact)%

Advantages:%%
•  Cheap%(lowdlife*me)%wafers%
•  ~8%processing%steps*%
•  Simple%processing%steps%(one%step%emiPer)%
•  SiNx%and%Al%serve%two%func*ons%each%

Disadvantages:%
•  Diffused%emiPer%is%over%doped%causing%%
%%%%%%high%SRV%in%the%emiPer%
•  Metal%front%contact%has%high%SRV%
•  Full%back%contact%has%high%SRV%

Efficiency:%15%–%17%%

*A#Wafer)Based#Monocrystalline#Silicon#Photovoltaics#Road#Map:#
U=lizing#Known#Technology#Improvement#Opportuni=es#for#
Further#Reduc=ons#in#Manufacturing#Costs#
Alan%Goodrich%et%al.%NREL%2013%

Standard c-Si cell 



PERL c-Si cell 
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PERL= Passivated Emitter and Rear Locally diffused cell UNSW 
Selec*ve%EmiPer%and%Back%Contact%Cell%

PERL%=%Passivated%EmiPer%and%Rear%Locally%diffused%solar%cell%

Higher%life*me%wafer%>%100s%µs%

Efficiency:%>20%%%

Advantages:%
•  High%Efficiency%(current%Si%world%record)%
•  BePer%Quantum%Efficiency%(Blue%and%Red)%
•  Op*mized%emiPer%and%contacts%separately%

Disadvantages:%
•  Requires%higher%life*me%wafers%
•  ~%12%process%steps*%
•  Complicated%mask%alignment%processing%
•  Front%grid%shading%loss%

Ion%Implanta*on:%
Suniva,%Inc.%~19%%cells%
Fraunhofer%ISE%~22%,%Benick%et%al.%27th%EUdPVSEC%
Varian%implantersd>%owned%by%Applied%Materials%%

Solu*ons:%
•  Move%from%pdtype%to%ndtype%wafers%

•  Replace%diffusion%with%Ion%implanta*on%
%
•  Remove%front%grid%

“PdType%Versus%ndType%Silicon%Wafers:%Prospects%for%
HighdEfficiency%Commercial%Silicon%Solar%Cells”%CoPer%et%al.,%IEEE%
TRANSACTIONS%ON%ELECTRON%DEVICES,%VOL.%53,%NO.%8,%AUGUST%2006%

*A#Wafer)Based#Monocrystalline#Silicon#Photovoltaics#Road#Map:#
U=lizing#Known#Technology#Improvement#Opportuni=es#for#
Further#Reduc=ons#in#Manufacturing#Costs#
Alan%Goodrich%et%al.%NREL%2013%

Efficiency > 20% 



Inderdigitated Back Contact c-Si cell 
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SunPower cell 

Lightly%diffused%front%surface%field%

Interdigitated Back Contact Cells 

High%life*me%wafer%>%1%ms%(typically%Ndtype)%
Higher%life*me%wafer%>%100s%µs%

Full%Front%passiva*on%layer%%
An*dreflec*on%coa*ng%

Back%contact%area%frac*on,%fr% EmiPer%contact%area%frac*on,%f!

Passiva*on%layer%

Efficiency > 24% 



HIT: c-Si/a-Si Heterojunction Si cell 
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HIT: Sanyo/Panasonic cell c-Si/a-Si Heterojunction Solar Cell 

High%life*me%wafer%(>1%ms)%%

Advantages:%
•  High%Efficiency%design%%
•  Full%area%passivated%contacts%(no%metaldtodSi)%
•  Very%high%Voc%%
•  ~%8%process%steps%
•  Lowdtemperature%processing%(<%250%˚C)%
•  No%doping%of%wafer%–%maintains%high%life*me%
•  Bifacial%opera*on%

Disadvantages:%
•  Process%window%may%be%narrow%(small%produc*on)%
•  Very%sensi*ve%to%cleaning%
•  Use%of%TCO%is%expensive%
•  TCO%used%for%op*cal%and%electrical%func*ons%
•  Reliability?%(adSi%and%TCO)%
•  Low%Quantum%Efficiency%(absorpt.%in%TCO%and%doped%adSi)%
•  Requires%lowdtemperature%grid%paste%
•  Process%temperatures%<%250%˚C%%

Solu*ons:%
•  Other%passivated%

contact%materials%and%
processing%schemes?%

Efficiency > 24.7% 



Si cells: Present Frontiers 
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 Switching from p-type to n-type single crystal wafers 

 Selective area contacts 

Tandem junction 

Contact Passivation 



Z.X. Shen (Stanford): Call me Pete  
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PETE: Photon Enhanced Thermionic Emission 

Uses all the bandgap energy +  

the thermal energy for boosting emission: 

Efficiency > 48% under concentration 

NATUREMATERIALS DOI: 10.1038/NMAT2814 ARTICLES
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Figure 1 | The PETE process. a, Energy diagram of the PETE process. Photoexcitation increases the conduction-band population, leading to larger
thermionic currents and enabling the device to harvest both photon and heat energy. b, One possible implementation of a parallel-plate PETE converter.
Photons impinge on a nanostructured cathode and excite electrons, which then emit into vacuum and are collected by an anode. Unused heat from the
PETE cycle is used to drive a thermal engine.

Fermi level, n is the total electron concentration in the conduction
band, neq is the equilibrium concentration without photoexcitation
and TC is the cathode temperature. The larger the amount of
photoexcitation, the higher the conduction-band concentration
becomes, and thus the higher the quasi-Fermi level, EF,n. Following
the derivation of ref. 9, the total emitted current density is

JC =
Z 1

EC+�

evxN (E)f (E)dE =
Z 1

EC+�

evx

✓
4⇡(2m⇤)3/2

h3

◆p
E�EC

⇥ exp(�(E�EF,n)/kTC)dE (1)

where e is the electron charge, vx the electron velocity perpendicular
to thematerial surface, � the electron affinity,m⇤ the effectivemass,
EC the energy at the conduction-band minimum, N (E) the density
of states and f (E) the Fermi distribution. The right-hand expression
of equation (1) assumes that the density of states in the conduction
band is parabolic and approximates the Fermi function by the
Boltzmann distribution because the work function is much larger
than kTC. If we assume that the effective mass is isotropic, then
E�EC =m⇤v2/2, where v2 = vx 2 +v2y +vz 2, and we can re-express
the integral in terms of electron velocities:
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where vvac = p
2�/m⇤ is the minimum velocity necessary to

emit into vacuum. Significantly, evaluating equation (2) yields
a result that is identical to the Richardson–Dushman equation
for thermionic current, except that the energy barrier in the
exponent is relative to the quasi-Fermi level instead of the
equilibrium Fermi level:
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where A is the Richardson–Dushman constant. The right-hand
expression explicitly shows that the effect of photo-illumination

on semiconductor thermionic emission is to lower the energy
barrier by the difference between the quasi-Fermi level with
photoexcitation and the Fermi level without photoexcitation.
Substituting the expression for EF,n into equation (3) and rewriting
in terms of the electron density in the conduction band, n, average
velocity perpendicular to the surface, hvxi, and electron affinity, � ,
leads to an illuminating result:

JC = enhvxie��/kTC (4)

This relation directly illustrates the effect of photoexcitation:
illumination increases conduction-band concentration n over the
equilibrium value neq, whereas the thermal energy determines
the rate at which electrons emit over the electron affinity � .
For p-type semiconductors, neq can be extremely low, such that
photoexcitation can greatly increase the emission current. As the
electron affinity can be almost arbitrarily tuned using surface
coatings, such as Cs, the PETE process can be designed to operate
over awide range of temperatures, unlike thermionic emitters.

A plot of idealized PETE current as a function of temperature
is shown in Fig. 2. At low temperatures, thermalized carriers in
the conduction band cannot overcome the electron-affinity barrier
and the PETE current is negligible. For high-energy photons
(h⌫ > Eg + � , where Eg is the bandgap) direct photoemission is
also possible, but it is not included here for clarity. As temperature
increases, the PETE process becomes more efficient and current
increases, eventually reaching a plateau as every photoexcited
electron is emitted. At even higher temperatures, purely thermionic
emission dominates as thermal processes overshadow the effect of
photoexcitation, and the emission current is no longer determined
by the number of photoexcited electrons.

Despite the well-known individual physical mechanisms in-
volved in PETE, the combined process has not previously been fully
examined. Thermal energy has been suggested to assist electron
emission over small interfacial barriers10,11, yet high-temperature
photoemission from semiconductors has not been studied in detail.
This is in part because caesium-based coatings, which are the
most common work-function-lowering coatings in photocathode
research, generally degrade at temperatures between 100 and 200 �C
(refs 12,13). Although a previous report noted that a combination of
photoemission and thermionic emission could be used to increase
current from a commercial photocathode, photon enhancement of
thermionic emissionwas not considered as amechanism12.

PETE should show several physical signatures that differentiate
it from photoemission or thermionic emission. PETE electrons
should thermalize before emission, resulting in a thermal dis-
tribution of emitted electron energies regardless of the incident

NATUREMATERIALS | VOL 9 | SEPTEMBER 2010 | www.nature.com/naturematerials 763



Harry Atwater (CalTech): Photon management  
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Limiting re-emission angle  
Balance with radiation field skewed: 

Incoming radiation from narrow Sun disk 

Re-emitted outgoing radiation to full spatial angle 

Limiting re-emission angle improves balance:  

Voc >1V, Efficiency > 33-35%  
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Figure 4 Coupler designs and performance. (a) Dielectric coupler schematic. The double array of cone-like structures is separated by a broadband ideal reflector. The
solar cell has a light trapping, randomizing back reflector. (b) Representative rays illustrate the function of the dielectric coupler. For the center CPC split rays that would
be strike the reflector are not shown. (c) Reflectivity curves for three couplers, all 1 mm in height. The solid curves are for 870-nm light, and the dotted for 300-nm light.
The curves are labeled with the maximum angle of emission that defines the CPC-shaped sides. The observed angles are about double the design angle because the
light is refracted as it enters the dielectric. (d) Detailed balance current–voltage curves are shown for light trapping cells with the couplers shown in part b, as well as
cells without angle restriction. Auger recombination is considered with an ideal back reflector. The legend gives the efficiencies; the design angles from part b and the
cell thickness are given in parentheses. (e) Schematic of metal array coupler on a solar cell with a randomizing back reflector and scanning electron microscopy of
structure fabricated in metal-coated resist via two-photon lithography. The SEM image was taken at 5.05 kV accelerating voltage at a 256angle. (f) Representative rays
illustrate the function of the metallic coupler. (g) Expected reflectivity from ideal fabricated structure, as determined by ray tracing, for a 98% reflective surface
independent of wavelength. Gaps between structures are neglected. (h) Detailed balance current–voltage curves for light randomizing cells with metal array coupler,
and without angle restriction. Auger recombination is considered with an ideal back reflector. CPC, compound parabolic concentrator; SEM, scanning electron
microscopy.

Highly efficient GaAs solar cells by limiting light emission
ED Kosten et al
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solar cell has a light trapping, randomizing back reflector. (b) Representative rays illustrate the function of the dielectric coupler. For the center CPC split rays that would
be strike the reflector are not shown. (c) Reflectivity curves for three couplers, all 1 mm in height. The solid curves are for 870-nm light, and the dotted for 300-nm light.
The curves are labeled with the maximum angle of emission that defines the CPC-shaped sides. The observed angles are about double the design angle because the
light is refracted as it enters the dielectric. (d) Detailed balance current–voltage curves are shown for light trapping cells with the couplers shown in part b, as well as
cells without angle restriction. Auger recombination is considered with an ideal back reflector. The legend gives the efficiencies; the design angles from part b and the
cell thickness are given in parentheses. (e) Schematic of metal array coupler on a solar cell with a randomizing back reflector and scanning electron microscopy of
structure fabricated in metal-coated resist via two-photon lithography. The SEM image was taken at 5.05 kV accelerating voltage at a 256angle. (f) Representative rays
illustrate the function of the metallic coupler. (g) Expected reflectivity from ideal fabricated structure, as determined by ray tracing, for a 98% reflective surface
independent of wavelength. Gaps between structures are neglected. (h) Detailed balance current–voltage curves for light randomizing cells with metal array coupler,
and without angle restriction. Auger recombination is considered with an ideal back reflector. CPC, compound parabolic concentrator; SEM, scanning electron
microscopy.
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